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IN MEMORIAM
Warren B. Heid HR-60-433

Warren passed away on February 9, 2018, at the
age of 94. He is survived by his beloved wife of
many years, Shelia.
Warren was a UC Berkeley graduate. He ran his
successful architectural firm in Saratoga. (When
Bob Nichelini’s house burned down in the 1989
Oakland fire, Warren designed and supervised the
construction of Bob’s new home, at no cost). Warren designed a large number of structures in Saratoga and area.
Warren with Cliff Jarrard
Warren and Shelia were gracious hosts.. Before
each Spring Cal-Stewart Meet, they would host an
open house, where in addition to snacks and drinks, Warren would take visitors through his several basement train rooms. Warren enjoyed collecting Lionel Standard Gauge, in particular, and had many early
pieces. Warren was an encouragement to many Nor-Cal members, .He liked to tell of obtaining many items,
in the 60’s, from his contacts with Goodwill Stores and the Salvation Army stores..
Warren was President of Nor-Cal Division in the mid-1980’s, and enjoyed serving on the TCA National
Board of Directors. Warren, we miss ya!

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

by Bob Nichelini, # 81-16938

This is my final message to you, as my term as Nor-Cal President expires at the end
of May. I have appreciated all the support I have received from the Nor-Cal Board and
the continuing interest in train collecting and trading shown by our members.
I want to personally thank each Board member for their individual contributions:
Vice President Michael Andrews – Michael was always available whenever or
wherever needed and took personal responsibility for summer meets when
attendance in Lafayette is historically low.
Secretary Mark Boyd – The entire Nor-Cal operation would come to a stop if it
were not for Mark keeping the books, maintaining membership rosters, collect
ing dues and reminding us of the next meeting. Mark has been a mainstay of our organization for
longer than I can remember.
Treasurer Jack D’Angelo – You be assured that when Jack is on the job every penny is accounted for.
Immediate Past President Cliff Jarrard – Cliff was ―appointed‖ Immediate Past President when the former President resigned from Nor-Cal. Cliff has the historical knowledge that keeps us on ―track,‖
and he was always willing and ready to provide whatever assistance was needed.
I also take this opportunity to welcome your new President Michael Andrews. Like most of us, Michael has
held various Board positions including a previous terms as Nor-Cal President. Michael knows the presidential
―ropes‖ and will do a great job.
I will be leaving at the end of June for my final National TCA Board meeting, and I’m looking forward to attending the National Convention in Warwick, Rhode Island. Perhaps I will see some of you there.
Have a great ―train collecting‖ summer.
Bob Nichelini, Nor-Cal Past President

IN MEMORIAM
Bill McDermott HR-78-12278
Bill was an amazing guy
with many talents and always
full of ideas. A Brooklyn, NY
native, Bill settled in the Bay
Area and lived for decades in
Sausalito. He was an industrial designer by trade and
ran his own businesses
which included ―McDermott’s‖
with locations at Ghirardeli
Square and in Sausalito, and
he also designed furniture and displays.
Bill loved old toys and trains and joined the TCA and Nor
-Cal in 1978. His favorite train was the Lionel 238E PRR
―Torpedo‖ locomotive as he had one of these as a child. I
first met Bill up at the Sacramento Railroad Museum in the
early 1980’s where he was putting the finishing touches on
the museum’s first toy train layout and display which he
designed (prior to the current Tom Sefton gallery). We
discovered that we were both Nor-Cal members, it was
the beginning of a long friendship.
Besides his toy train display for the Sacramento museum, One year Bill designed and managed the construction of a huge holiday #1 gauge train display for the San
Francisco Emporium store. He was also behind other holiday train displays at Sausalito’s Village Center; mention of
one of these displays made the lead item in a Herb Caen
column in the S. F. Chronicle.
Bill and I both served together for some time on TCA’s
Standard’s Committee, and Bill was the primary designer
behind the current TCA Identag which is provided by the
TCA free to the membership to label trains which have
been restored or altered. Bill, and another of his friends
and former Nor- Cal member Chuck Daniels, worked together to design and produce excellent quality reproduction doors for Ives O gauge boxcars.
Bill decided at one point to try living back on the East
coast and moved to Keane, NH for a spell. He later
moved to West Virginia. Bill continued to enjoy the toy
trains and he designed and marketed his line of
―Matchbook Signs‖ which were billboard type model signs
using real vintage matchbook covers mounted inside
handsome brass frames. Bill sold these signs at the York
train meets- you will often spot them in photos of large
prewar layouts.
In recent years, a lovely woman named Patty brought
Bill right back here to Sausalito.
In addition to trains, Bill loved and collected toy lead
dimestore figures. Ever the artist and creative mind, he
most recently began assembling legions of miniature robot
figures made entirely of surplus electronics parts. The fun
extended to his photography of these whimsical robots in
all kinds of colorful Buck Rogers style scenes.
Bill truly celebrated the joy and fascination of old trains,
toys, and mechanical gadgets and this was a big part of
who he was. There is an empty seat at the design desk
now, but the crackle of robot speak is in the ether forever.
- by Richard Hofmeister #75-7647

IN MEMORIAM
William S. Widman #85-22511
Bill Widman passed away on
Feb 22. He experienced
a severe stroke, from which he
did not recover .
I did speak with Bill around
Christmas just to stay in touch.
His wife Mary Lee has been in
a full care home, also very ill.
He had a large family.
Bill was always very helpful in
finding the prewar Flyer pieces
for my collecting. I always felt he enjoyed finding something for me more than for himself. He and I did travel the
York scene together for many years .
Bill lived in Danville.
- by John April #87-24941
I always enjoyed Bill’s company– he was part of our
group of Nor-Cal members who traveled to the York Meet
every Fall. Some years ago Bill had moved to Whidbey
Island, In Washington State. But apparently he found
California weather more to his liking. He moved back to
California—Danville, several years ago. I talked to Bill at
the December Nor-Cal meet. Bill was a real gentleman,
and I will miss him.
- by Richard White #70-3387

Meeting Locations
June 9 - at Cotati, at the Veterans Hall
July 14 - at CTTOM in Crockett
August 24 - at Lagomarsino’s in San Lean
dro - Barbeque and trains

A scene on Randall White’s prewar O-gauge English
layout. Shown are Hornby and Leeds (LMC) locos, with
Hornby engine shed, water tank and telegraph pole and
light standard. The vehicle is by Dinky.

TRAINS, ETC., SEEN AT THE NOVEMBER MEET
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At the November meet Don Johnson displayed this
Lionel (?) Army train, with soldiers, rocket launcher,
tank, howitzer, etc.
At far left: The late Bill McDermott [see obituary on previous page] was at the November meet. He displayed these
items. His description
reads: “Forty year old
hand painted tinplate
trunks and luggage,
used as station accessories for my Standard
Gauge layout.
-Bill McDermott.”

Close-up

At the December 2017 Meet, this original, boxed Strombecker wood train set, from the 30’s, was for sale, by
Bob Morris.

TRAINS SEEN AT THE FEBRUARY 10 MEET

This O-gauge Bassett-Lowke “King George the Fifth” locomotive,
from England, dates from the late 20’s to mid-30’s. This version is
clockwork, but there were electric versions too. Although the maroon livery, as shown, is the most common, it was also available in
black, red, green and blue! Although the O-gauge versions are the
most common, the loco also came in 1-gauge and (rarely) in 2gauge. This locomotive was displayed by Gary Espinosa.

This is a reproduction (1990’s) of the first
Marklin clockwork locomotive that was
made to run on track. The original loco
was made about 1890. Richard Zanotti
displayed this locomotivel

Continued on Page 7

TRAINS SEEN AT THE MAY MEET IN LAFAYETTE

This Russian-made train set dates from the 50’s-60’s, and was
displayed by Richard Zanotti.

An assortment of rarely-seen American Model Toys
(AMT) cars were offered for sale. Among these were the
two sand-cast aluminum-bodied coaches shown here.
AMT coaches in fluted-sides polished aluminum (with
NYC and ATSF letter boards) were first advertised to go
with the newly arrived Lionel F3’s in those road names,
in 1950. A mail-baggage, baggage, coach, roomette,
diner, dome car and observation were offered. It took a
year or so for Lionel to come out with their own streamlined cars, thereby mostly shutting out the AMT cars.
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This One-Gauge Ives #3240 (cast iron!) dates
from 1912-1920.
Below: This Lionel Standard Gauge #6 locomotive dates from 1906-1923.

This is a rarely-seen AMT stock car, in plastic.
There were offered in kit form also (the cars were
subject to some minor warping, unfortunately).
These cars, in (near) scale length, pre-dated
Lionel’s 6464 and other “scale” freight cars.

TRAINS SEEN AT THE MARCH CAL-STEWART
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The Final Frontier
The building of Super Camelot, My Model Railroad
A Unique Solution to a Myriad of Problems
By Mike Sassard
My “trainroom” was not working out. I had set up so much stuff in there ( 12 by 10 bedroom ), that I had three levels
and could not see what was on the two lower levels. I could not reach much of the top level. I had an around the room
loop, which meant I could have little or no access to parts of the upper level. My shirts and skin were getting torn. Sideswiping became a major issue. The center of the upper level began to sag. Leftover engines were stored in the living
room. The bottom level was the floor and was NEVER satisfactory. One day I remembered what I had done once in the
past, building a multilevel trainroom in a two car garage ( see diagram ). It worked out fine. I talked to my wife about
my proposition to move trains to the garage and let her have the “trainroom” for her craft room. I proposed having a
“single” ELEVATED level ( 78” from the floor ) with a platform for viewing and operation. This means her car could
still be parked under it and the washer/dryer and freezer could still be accessed. By now, I realized my age (77) was
keeping me from proper construction, so I would hire Dave, our family contractor to build it. SHE AGREED !!
From the PAST

The finished layout is roughly 20 by 20 feet, my largest ever. I can run 5 G gauge trains, three O gauge trains and one
Standard gauge train simultaneously. There is one static display of a Battery Lionel G gauge train, Hogwarts Express
and some other “battery” trains. There are NO switches or turnouts and NO switching maneuvers, as I find these dull.
Once the trains begin running they all run until my thirst has been quenched. My trains don’t RUN, they DANCE. It is a
concert. I like to run them to music and at an entertaining pace. They are all steam except for one Aristocraft FA diesel,
with freight cars.
The controls are nicely located on shelves in the Platform. But I also wanted to retain all the scenery modules I had in
the train room. That was difficult, since I had so much track .
The platform, itself, is an item of interest. It is 4’ wide and 66” long with internal steps and a cover for the steps to give
additional standing room. It is enclosed by sky blue painted plywood. On the outside are shelves made from rough fence
boards to hold extra trains ( this clears out the living room ). Inside are small shelves for my special items that don’t go
ON the layout. Also some flat items and pictures. There are MANY pictures on a wall. This WHOLE room is a reflection of ALL my favorite things. This is MY world. I am surrounded and I am HAPPY.
The price of glory does not come cheap. For a professionally built layout of this size I paid $2000. I have not done this
before but my age and abilities NOW dictate the necessity and the financial goddess has been good to me.
Speaking of help, I realized that I would have a heck of a time getting all the track and scenery on the layout. I enlisted

the help of a fellow modeler, Morgen. I did not wait for him to volunteer, I asked him and he said “just tell me when to
be there”. I have done things to help HIM in the past, so I didn’t mind asking and I knew he was capable. ( Also, he is
only 30 ). This is another point to make.
Being a model railroader is like being in a “civic organization”. We all have an obligation to “help our fellow modeler” I
know I appreciate all the advice I received through the years and recently the help from Bob, Jack, Andy, Sam and others..
The philosophy of my layout , in a word, is FANTASY, a “world of make believe”. I don’t model “realism” except in
the trains themselves and then there is my New Bright Christmas train, pure fantasy, which I love. There are figures from
Disney and movies, even Dory, superheroes,trees are only lush GREEN, grass everywhere and pure green, even some
trains are “cute”( LGB),Angels, Fairies, bears dressed like people, even a “head” from Easter Island , two science fiction
robots and an Alien . There are abundant aircraft ( because I like planes ). Thereis even St. Frances with his animals.
( very oversize) . I inherited some very oversize “clowns” from my Dad. I place three of those on the layout. Scenery is
mostly large or oversize items, I like. I choose oversize because they are easy to SEE. I make abundant use of Christmas
lights with varied color and lighting patterns. There are three castles and plenty of royalty and knights. There are unicorns and Pegasus. What I can’t display ON the layout, I display on the walls of the garage and the walls of the control
platform.
To me, train sound is important, as much as anything else. I also believe we ought to run our trains to music. In my booth
I have a tape player with tapes of train sounds and special train music. The rhythm of the trains matches the beat of the
music.
The trains: The major emphasis is on G gauge or G gauge SIZE ( Standard Gauge ). All scenery items are G gauge in
size or larger. “Scale” size is NOT adhered to.Bachman, LGB, Aristocraft, Piko and New Bright (Christmas train )…..G
gauge, 6 loops. All run simutainously. All on independent loops. Power consist of two MTH Z4000 and 10Amp power
packs and two 40VA power packs.
Note of interest: All four LGB trains are “double headed”, two trains. This is for visual effect only. One train has sound
so the double headed sound is interesting. If you haven’t tried this , you really should.
Foliage: No model railroad or scratch built trees are used. All trees and foliage are miniatures from Michael’s. Drill a ½
“ hole and drop them in.

Walt Disney did it on acres of land, I did it in a 20’ by 20’ garage, just on a smaller scale.
One final note: This was to be my FINAL layout. This is the ONLY layout that I have COMPLETED.
( Well, sort of. It seems I am STILL making “IMPROVEMENTS and probably will until the day I die).

MORE ITEMS FROM THE FEBRUARY MEET

Now we’re talking OLD! This original
“Birmingham Dribbler” live steam
loco dates from around 1910. This
loco is mostly brass.. It is patterned
after an early English loco– note the
absence of a cab for crew protection . This is Gary Espinosa’s loco.

(continued from Page 3)

Early Marklin loco displayed by
Gary Espinosa.
This is Richard Zanotti’s
“Birmingham Dribbler” reproduction (70’s-80’s), by Maxwell
Hemmens & Co. This loco is
about one hundred years newer
than the loco at the left!

